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Cruz’s snub rips open wounds
GOP CONVENTION » Ex-rival’s refusal to back Trump
and crowd’s angry response crushes hope for party unity
By PATRICK HEALY
AND JONATHAN MARTIN
NEW YORK TIMES

CLEVELAND — The Republican convention erupted into
tumult on Wednesday night as
the bitter primary battle between Donald Trump and Sen.

Outlaw
pot sites
take toll
on water

Ted Cruz reignited unexpectedly, crushing hopes that the party
could project unity.
In the most electric moment
of the convention, a clamor
broke out as it became clear that
Cruz was not going to endorse
Trump, pointedly snubbing
the party nominee from center

INSIDE

stage on the eve of Trump’s formal acceptance speech.
As hundreds of delegates
chanted “Vote for Trump!” and
“Keep Your Pledge,” Cruz attempted to dismiss the outburst
as “enthusiasm of the New York
delegation,” only to have Trump
himself, stone-faced and clearly
angry, suddenly appear in the
back of the convention hall and

Republicans lashing out against
Hillary Clinton in
Cleveland / B1
GOP nominee
Donald Trump,
left, greets Gov.
Mike Pence on
Wednesday in
Cleveland.
CAROLYN KASTER
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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IMMIGRATION » BECOMING AMERICANS IN SANTA ROSA

‘This is our country’

MENDOCINO COUNTY »
Diversions cited in raids
on ‘out of control’ area
By GLENDA ANDERSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Local, state and federal law enforcement officers seized 18,396
marijuana plants and arrested
11 people while executing multiple search warrants in the Laytonville area this week, the Mendocino County Sheriff’s Office
reported.
They also uncovered multiple
cases of suspected illegal water
diversions, grading and waste
disposal, said Sheriff’s Lt. Shannon Barney, and confiscated
four firearms.
Erosion, pesticide contamination, poisoned wildlife, clear-cut
forests and dried-up streams are
among the problems officials often uncover in connection with
illegal marijuana growing. Environmental degradation is one of
the reasons a mix of government
agencies participates in eradication operations.
In addition to sheriff’s officials, law enforcement officers
from the California Department
of Fish and Wildlife, the California National Guard Counterdrug Task Force, the Bureau of
Land Management, Cal Fire and
the Mendocino Major Crimes
Task Force participated in serving the warrants.
The diversion of water continues to be an acute problem.
Although estimates on the
amount of water a pot plant
TURN TO POT SITES » PAGE A2
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POKÉMON BACKLASH: As

hit smartphone game rolls
out globally, some security
and religious authorities
expressing alarm / B1
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FLAG-WAVING CITIZENS: Liya Edward, who was born in Eritrea, celebrates with her 2-year-old daughter, Bethel, after being sworn in as a new citizen of the United
States during a ceremony Wednesday at the Sonoma County Public Library in Santa Rosa. It was the first time in 20 years that a citizenship ceremony was held in the city.

Sixteen new citizens sworn in during city’s first ceremony in 20 years
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

T

he Sonoma County Library in downtown
Santa Rosa was always a refuge for Lauro
Vazquez, a place where he could avoid the
dangers of street life and lose himself in a book.
After school, the young Mexican immigrant
would spend hours in the library doing his
homework before going home.
“When I started getting into reading, that’s
when I started liking it here,” Vazquez said
Wednesday, standing in the meeting room of the

main library shortly after taking the Oath of
Allegiance for U.S. citizenship.
Vazquez was among 16 people who took the
oath at the library Wednesday morning, the
first citizenship ceremony to be held in Santa
Rosa in 20 years, immigration officials said.
The ceremony was held locally as a way of
recognizing the importance of the immigrant
community in the North Coast, said John Kramer, San Francisco district director of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, or USCIS.
TURN TO CITIZENS » PAGE A2

“I realized this is
my home. This is
where I grew up,
this is where I was
raised, this is where
my home is.”
LAURO VAZQUEZ, immigrant

who arrived in U.S. in late 1990S

Microchips could end animal testing
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By PATRICIA TORRES
MERCURY NEWS

LIVERMORE — Hoping to
make the lab rat a thing of the
past, scientists at Lawrence
Livermore Lab in this East Bay
Area city are testing technology
that replicates vital human tissues on microchips.
Animal rights advocates are
encouraged that the technology
may one day end experiments

on mice, rats, snakes and other
animals used to test products
and develop drugs in laboratories around the world.
The “Human on a Chip” program shifts the experiments
from living animals to the lab
by replicating cells of human
organs and tissues, exposing
them to chemicals and using
electrical signals to measure the
response.
While labs and university re-

searchers in other parts of the
United States are using similar
technology to test different organs of the body, scientists at
Lawrence Livermore are focusing on four vital body functions:
the central nervous system, peripheral nervous system, bloodbrain barrier and heart.
The chips allow scientists, for
example, to measure how certain body parts react to caffeine,
heart medicine or other more

dangerous toxins. In one early
experiment, scientists applied
capsaicin, the chemical that
makes peppers hot, to cells of
the peripheral nervous system
and were able to measure a response.
The cells can survive and
function on chips for several
weeks in some cases, so many
different kinds of experiments
TURN TO TESTING » PAGE A2

